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ABSTRACT

Educators are increasingly using electronic discourse for student learning and problem solving, partially due to its time and space flexibility and greater opportunities for information processing and higher order thinking. When researchers try to statistically analyze the relationships among electronic discourse messages however, they often face difficulties regarding the data (missing data, many codes, non-linear trees of messages), dependent variables (topic differences, time differences, discrete, infrequent, multiple dependent variables) and explanatory variables (sequences of messages, cross-level moderation, indirect effects, false positives). Statistical discourse analysis (SDA) addresses all of these difficulties as shown in analyses of social cues in 894 messages posted by 183 students during 60 online asynchronous discussions. The results showed that disagreements increased negative social cues, supporting the hypothesis that these participants did not save face during disagreements, but attacked face. Using these types of analyses and results, researchers can inform designs and uses of electronic discourse.

INTRODUCTION

Educators are increasingly using electronic discussions (e.g., discussion boards, knowledge building environments, blogs) to have students solve problems and to help them learn. These electronic discussions offer students greater flexibility to communicate at different times and in different locations. Furthermore, the explicit and permanent displays of writing (and drawing) and longer time for reflection offer students greater opportunities for information processing and higher order thinking (Hara, Bonk, & Angeli, 2000; Tallent-Runnels, Thomas, Lan, Cooper, Ahern, & Shaw et al., 2006). As a result, students are not only creating voluminous amounts of electronic discourse data, but they are doing so at a faster rate.
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While many studies have counted attributes of separate electronic discourse messages (e.g., Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001; Gress, Fior, Hadwin, & Winne, 2008; Hara et al., 2000; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1998; Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006), they have not examined the relationships within sequences of messages. Within threads of messages, participants can respond to earlier actions and/or invite future actions. By analyzing these relationships across messages, researchers can improve their understanding of the social and cognitive dynamics of electronic discourses and help educators improve students’ learning and discussions.

Suitable statistics methods can help researchers test hypotheses about these relationships on large data sets to build an empirically-supported knowledge base. However, statistically analyzing online interaction processes often requires addressing difficulties regarding the data set, outcome variables, and explanatory variables. Data issues include missing data, content analysis/coding, and non-linear trees of messages.

Difficulties involving dependent variables include differences across online discussion topics, similarities in adjacent messages, discrete (not continuous) variables, infrequent occurrences of focal events, and multiple dependent variables. Explanatory variable issues include sequences of messages, context-dependent effects, indirect effects across levels, and false positives.

In this chapter, we introduce how statistical discourse analysis (SDA; Chiu, 2008a, Chiu & Khoo, 2005) addresses the above analytic difficulties. To contextualize the methodological issues, we test whether earlier messages affect the likelihood of specific attributes in each message. For example, people often express personal affect or attitudes towards others during a discussion, a social cue (“Oh, I get it now”; “☺”). Hence, we can test which attributes of earlier messages affect the likelihood of a positive cue in the current message. In this study, we do so by applying SDA to 894 messages by 183 participants on 60 high school mathematics topics on a mathematics problem solving website. The analyses and results can help us build empirically-supported understanding to inform and improve educators’ designs and uses of electronic discourse.

BACKGROUND

During an electronic discussion, a group of participants exchange ideas by sending and receiving messages. Like face-to-face discourse, electronic discourse involves individuals responding to others’ recent messages and inviting others’ future messages. When participants agree or disagree with the content of the previous message, they refer back into the past; in contrast, asking questions or issuing commands projects forward into future messages. These links connect series of sequential events (or time-series data). Moreover, if there are multiple discussion topics/groups, the electronic discourse also has multilevel structure (messages nested within topics).

Unlike face-to-face discourse, electronic discourse can have messages along many threads. Due to a weaker turn-taking mechanism, electronic discussants can respond to any previous message, especially during asynchronous discussions. As such, electronic discussions often proceed along multiple threads and generate non-linear trees of messages. While some of the messages receive many responses, others receive none (which would end the specific discussion branch; Hewitt, 2005; Thomas, 2002). See Figure 1 for an example of the tree relationships between a topic and its 13 responses. The number “0” denotes the initial problem; “1” through “13” indicates 13 chronological reply messages, where “1” refers to the earliest reply and “13” refers to the last reply. In this tree of messages, the topic and its replies were linked to one another by multiple threads and single connections. Messages in each thread were ordered by time, but they were not necessarily consecutive. For example, message #5 followed